Gemini 2022-03-18 SDPi Friday

Agenda (proposed)

1. General Updates
2. Action Item Review
3. Topics of Interest Review
4. SDPi Supplement Review
5. RI+MC+RR Strategy Update
6. Any Other Business

Participants

Todd Cooper  Peter Kranich  John Rhoads  Javier Espina  David Gregorczyk  Koichiro Matsumoto  John J. Garguilo

NOTE: Participation challenged due to HIMSS'22 conference in Florida + daylight savings time change craziness

Discussion Notes

1. General Updates
   a. HIMSS'22
      i. See update from MDIRA Profile / 2022.03.16 Wednesday Update
   b. FDA Virtual Interoperability Workshop 25 Mar 2022
   c. HL7 Projects (Proposal + PSS) Update
      i. HL7 PSS-1980 Gemini SES+MDI ... in drafting stage but OO indicated they would like to participate; intent is to finalize draft by 3/25 and submit for approval
        1. ACTION( Todd Cooper ) Determine how to add HL7 OO to the Gemini SES+MDI PSS as a "co-sponsor"
      ii. HL7 PSS-1982 Device Alerting ... in project proposal review stage, but already HL7 OO, PC & CDS WG's have indicated interest

2. Action Item Review
   a. (David Gregorczyk ) Scheduled vector testing (presentation from Vector Informatics) briefing for the next SDPi Friday call ( 01 Apr 2022 )
      - COMPLETED
   b. (Todd Cooper ) Complete RI+MC+RR 2022 Strategy / Roadmap Slides
   c. (Todd Cooper ) Draft IHE SDPi TF-0 Conformance clause

3. Topics of Interest Review
   a. Topic: Info exchanged during unsecured discovery - "SOFT ID" / equipment label discussion
      ACTION( David Gregorczyk ) Complete Equipment Label topic resolution specification (including use of BICEPS extension + mapping to discovery scope for this semantic)
   b. No other topics updated

4. SDPi Supplement Review - No Updates

5. RI+MC+RR Strategy Update

6. Any Other Business
   a. Next Meeting:
      i. March 25 Friday meeting canceled due to concurrent FDA virtual interoperability workshop
      ii. Next meeting is April 1st ... seriously! April 1st

Action Items / Tasks

☑️ ( Todd Cooper ) Determine how to add HL7 OO to the Gemini SES+MDI PSS as a "co-sponsor"

☑️ (David Gregorczyk ) Complete Equipment Label topic resolution specification (including use of BICEPS extension + mapping to discovery scope for this semantic)